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Abstract Blister-actuated laser-induced forward transfer

(BA-LIFT) is a high-resolution printing technique, where

small droplets are ejected from a thin liquid layer onto a

receiver substrate. Experiments with a high-speed camera

imaging setup demonstrate novel regimes during the jet

formation for the transfer of viscoelastic shear-thinning

polymer solutions compared to Newtonian fluids. The ratio

of the ink film thickness Hf to the blister height Hb is used

as a dimensionless number Hf=Hb to classify different jet

behaviors. We show that different Hf=Hb thresholds can be

defined depending on the elasticity of the ink layer for the

induced jets to result in breakup.

1 Introduction

Laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is a nozzle-less

printing technique [1] that has been developed over the

years to print various types of materials including polymers

[2], biomaterials [3], conducting silver pastes [4], thin

metal films [5], carbon nanotubes [6], and viscoelastic

alginate solutions [7]. Blister-actuated laser-induced for-

ward transfer (BA-LIFT) is a variation of LIFT where there

is an interfacial polymer layer between the transparent

substrate and the ink layer [8]. This technique has been

developed to prevent possible disruptions in mechanical

and chemical integrity due to laser–ink interactions, and

proven to be successful in transferring sensitive materials

[9]. The physics of blister formation for this process has

been investigated experimentally [10] and numerically

[11], and it has been shown that a 355 nm wavelength laser

pulse (20 ns) with a Gaussian beam profile focused on a

polyimide thin layer results in reproducible blisters whose

height and radius values are functions of the laser energy.

The jet formation from Newtonian fluids has been inves-

tigated experimentally using time-resolved imaging [12]

and numerically using computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

[13]. In addition, an analytical model [14] for the early

time dynamics of the BA-LIFT process shows that the fluid

around the blister undergoes shear as the ink at the vicinity

of the blister is pulled towards the center of the blister

during jet formation.

While BA-LIFT studies so far have focused on the

evaluation of the underlying physics with jets created using

Newtonian fluids, real-life applications require the adap-

tation of this technique to various types of materials that

exhibit complex rheological properties [15, 16]. In this

study, we present the features of jets induced using vis-

coelastic inks with the BA-LIFT technique. Compared to

the jets created from Newtonian fluids, the jets from vis-

coelastic inks exhibit a very high stretchability due to their

elasticity, which competes with the surface tension-driven

thinning [17]. We report that there exists a critical jet

velocity that would result in the breakup of jets.

2 Experimental methods

Different concentrations of xanthan gum (XG) in water are

used as model non-Newtonian solutions. XG solution is

selected as the rheological modifies because of the exten-

sive literature dedicated to studying these solutions, its
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inherent viscoelasticity, and the convenient shear-thinning

behavior of its viscosity [18]. We prepare XG in water

solutions with four different concentrations ([XG] = 0.05,

0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 wt%). Triton X-100 surfactant (1.0 wt%)

is added to the solution to increase the wettability of XG

solution on the polyimide. The solutions are stirred for 24 h

before the rheological measurements and BA-LIFT

experiments to ensure homogeneity.

The model Newtonian fluid used in this study is N-

methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) with the viscosity l ¼ 1:7

mPa s, the density q ¼ 1030 kg/m3, and the surface tension

c ¼ 40:79 mN/m.

The shear rheometry of solutions is evaluated using

Anton Paar Physica MCR-301 rheometer using a double-

gap geometry. Small amplitude oscillatory shear rheometry

in linear viscoelastic regime is utilized to evaluate the yield

stress of the solutions.

The interfacial polyimide layer is prepared by spin

coating polyimide resin (HD Microsystems PI2525) onto

glass microscope slides at 500 rpm for 10 s followed by a

faster spin at 3000 rpm for 40 s. Subsequently, the slides

are baked at 120 �C for 30 min followed by another 30 min

at 360 �C to complete the imidization process, which yields

6.9 lm-thick polyimide layers on glass slides. The inks are

coated on the polymer layer using a blade coater. The thin-

film thicknesses are measured using a confocal microscope.

A frequency-tripled Nd:YVO4 laser (Coherent AVIA,

20 ns) is used to generate a pulse with 355-nm wavelength

[10]. The laser beam diameter is approximately 20 lm.

High-speed videos are captured using a Phantom v2512

(Vision Research) camera with a range of 500,000–700,000

frames per seconds and 0.26 px/lm resolution thanks to a

10� objective (Mitutoyo). The camera exposure time is

1.0 ls. Since the high-speed camera works in a post-trigger

capture setting with a continuous backlight, the first image

where the laser pulse or a jet feature is visible is designated

as t0, which denotes the reference time. With the use of the

high speed of the camera, we could obtain multiple images

during the jet motion, and analyze the formation of jets

from non-Newtonian fluids.

3 Results

3.1 Characterization of inks

XG solutions exhibit shear-thinning and their shear viscosity

values can be expressed in the form of a power law

lð _cÞ ¼ a _cn, where _c is the shear rate, n is the exponent, and a
is the power law coefficient. The shear-thinning exponent

decreases and the zero-shear viscosity increases with the XG

concentration ([XG]). The yield stress sy is evaluated using

shear oscillatory rheometry by doing a stress sweep at 1 Hz

and reading the cross-over of elastic (G0) and loss (G00)
moduli. These values are presented in Table 1 along with the

power law parameters for XG solutions used in this study.

The addition of surfactant affects the surface tension of

the solutions drastically. Using a pendant drop method, the

surface tension of the solutions is evaluated as 30.6 mN/m.

Due to the low concentration of XG, the solutions can be

assumed to have the same density as water (qw ¼ 1000 kg/

m3). NMP and XG solutions, therefore, have very similar

density and surface tension values. Furthermore, since XG

solution is water-based and shear-thinning, its viscosity

approaches water viscosity (lw ¼ 1:002 mPa s) at high

shear-rates associated with the BA-LIFT process. The

biggest difference between these two inks is the inherent

elasticity of the XG solutions.

3.2 Blister profiles

Blisters are generated on the polyimide film using a laser

pulse that has a Gaussian-like profile. The absorption

process and the resulting blister formation are depicted in

Fig. 1a. The laser pulse causes the decomposition of the

polyimide layer, which leads to the ablation of polyimide

from the transparent glass substrate. While the initial ink

layer thickness is denoted with Hf , the radius and the height

of the resulting blisters are denoted with Rb and Hb,

respectively.

Blister profiles measured using a confocal microscope

are plotted in Fig. 1b. Figure 1b shows that the blister

height Hb increases with the laser energy. Since the pulse

duration is constant from one pulse to the next, larger

blister height is an indication of the faster blister expan-

sion. Keeping the beam diameter constant and changing the

laser energy between 14.4 and 28.2 lJ, the height of the

blister can be assumed to be linearly dependent on the laser

energy as Hb ¼ 0:6684E�0:78 (in lm), where E is the

laser energy. On the other hand, the ink thickness Hf is

directly proportional to the resistance due to inertia to the

blister expansion. It was shown that the threshold laser

energy for material transfer depends on the ink thickness

linearly for Newtonian inks [13]. Thus, we define a

dimensionless parameter as Hf=Hb to compare the effect of

Table 1 Coefficients of the power law lð _cÞ ¼ a _cn of viscosity versus

shear rate with yield stress sy values

[XG] (%) a n sy (Pa)

0.05 0.269 -0.607 0.6

0.1 0.365 -0.642 1.4

0.2 1.122 -0.740 2.1

0.4 2.14 -0.772 4.0
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the fluid ink thickness to the energy deposited into the

system. We note that the Hf=Hb parameter does not include

any information about the radius and the shape of the

blister, and a more general analysis which includes dif-

ferent blister shapes and radii would require the utilization

of a different dimensionless parameter.

3.3 Images of BA-LIFT jets

3.3.1 Comparison of jet images from non-Newtonian

and Newtonian fluids

Figure 2a, b shows jets induced from a 57 lm-thick NMP

ink, where a high energy blister (Hb ¼ 16:2 lm,

Hf=Hb ¼ 3:51) results in multiple droplet formation

(Fig. 2a), and a low energy blister (Hb ¼ 8:6 lm,

Hf=Hb ¼ 6:63) results in jetting without breakup (Fig. 2b).

We observe that the jet is faster and stretches more to

breakup into multiple droplets than the jetting without

breakup case. The jet presented in Fig. 2a reaches 430.4

lm in 1.82 ls, while the jet in Fig. 2b reaches only 52 lm
in 14.54 ls.

Multiple-drop breakup and jetting without breakup cases

for XG solutions are presented in Fig. 3a, b, respectively.

These figures show the multiple-drop breakup and jetting

without breakup regimes obtained for [XG] = 0.05 wt%.

Both multiple-drop and jetting without breakup regimes are

qualitatively very different from these regimes observed

with XG solutions. It is seen from Fig. 3a that even if the

non-Newtonian filament stretches up to a similar amount as

the Newtonian filament in Fig. 2a, the non-Newtonian fil-

ament does not pinch-off from the base of the jet as the

Newtonian jet does at t0 þ 27:27 ls, but instead, the non-

Newtonian jet breaks a certain distance away from its base

that is larger than its radius. In addition, we do not see the

formation of multiple droplets from the long non-Newto-

nian filament as is the case with the Newtonian filament at

Fig. 1 Absorption of the laser energy by the polyimide layer and the

blister generation. a Dimensionless parameter Hf=Hb is utilized to

denote the relative effect of the blister expansion to the resistance

against the jet formation by the bulk fluid. b Blister profiles

corresponding to different laser energies measured by laser scanning

microscopy

Fig. 2 Two different cases of

high-speed imaging with NMP

(Hf ¼ 57 lm): a high energy

blister (Hb ¼ 16:2 lm,

Hf=Hb ¼ 3:51) resulting in

breakup with multiple drops, b
low energy blister (Hb ¼ 8:6
lm, Hf=Hb ¼ 6:63) resulting in

jetting without breakup. Images

are from the videos captured by

the high-speed camera, and t0 is

the reference time. Scale bars

represent 75 lm
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t0 þ 50:91 ls. This comparison shows us that the vis-

coelasticity reduces the number of droplets produced from

a single filament. This matches the observation presented in

a work on the fragmentation of viscoelastic filaments [19],

where it is shown that fewer droplets are formed from

viscoelastic filaments compared to Newtonian filaments.

The inherent viscoelasticity of XG inks slows the radial

thinning of the jet, which causes fewer droplets compared

to a jet formed from NMP inks. We also observe that the

droplet is getting larger as the jet is retracted.

Comparing Fig. 2b with Fig. 3b indicates that the fea-

tures for the jetting without breakup are very different

between these two types of fluid. We observe that the non-

Newtonian jet created using [XG] = 0.05 wt% solution

can be stretched more than the Newtonian jet created using

NMP and it still can retract without producing a droplet.

The NMP jet in Fig. 2b stretches 91% of the ink film

thickness, while the XG jet stretches 549% of the ink film

thickness.

3.3.2 Stretching and elasticity of jets from xanthan gum

solutions

An important feature observed during the experiments is

the amount of stretching associated with XG concentra-

tions. We observe that as the yield stress sy of the fluid

increases, the amount of maximum stretching decreases for

similar Hf=Hb values. This is shown in Fig. 4a–c, where

images for the jetting without breakup regime for [XG] =

0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 wt% are presented, respectively. It is

shown in these figures that for similar Hf=Hb values, the

amount of stretching decreases as the polymer concentra-

tion increases. In these figures, the jets stretch up to 842,

339, and 243% of their initial ink thickness values for

[XG] = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 wt%, respectively.

We see in Fig. 4a that for [XG] = 0.1 wt% and

Hf=Hb ¼ 5:65, a droplet is formed at the tip of the jet. This

droplet grows as the jet gets retracted to the ink, which

indicates that there is a point along the filament where the

axial jet velocity is zero.

Figure 4b shows images for the [XG] = 0.2 wt% and

Hf=Hb ¼ 5:06 case. As the jet retracts back, we see the

formation of a shoulder-like structure around 36.9 ls. This
structure stays as the jet is retracted, which eventually

rounds up and remains visible as long as 167.7 ls.
Figure 4c shows images for the [XG] = 0.4 wt% and

Hf=Hb ¼ 5:63. We see that the least amount of stretching is

observed at this case. This is expected, because

[XG] = 0.4 wt% solutions have the highest yield stress

(sy ¼ 4:0 Pa) among all the solutions used in this study. In

this case, we do not see the formation of a shoulder very

Fig. 3 Two different cases of high-speed imaging with [XG] = 0.05

wt%: a high energy blister (Hb ¼ 16:2 lm, Hf=Hb ¼ 6:80) resulting
in breakup with multiple drops, b low energy blister (Hb ¼ 8:6 lm,

Hf=Hb ¼ 8:65) resulting in jetting without breakup. Images are from

the videos captured by the high-speed camera, and t0 is the reference

time. Scale bars represent 75 lm

Fig. 4 Different amounts of stretching versus elasticity. Higher

elasticity affects the amount of stretching. a [XG] = 0.1 wt%,

Hf=Hb ¼ 5:65. b [XG] = 0.2 wt%, Hf=Hb ¼ 5:06. c [XG] = 0.4

wt%, Hf=Hb ¼ 5:63. Images are from the videos captured by the high-

speed camera, and t0 is the reference time. Scale bars represent 75 lm
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clearly; however, the retracted jet rounds up and is still

visible at 149.2 ls.
A sample of jet length versus time curves is plotted in

Fig. 5. Except for the first two series (Hf=Hb ¼ 5:14 and

Hf=Hb ¼ 6:80 with [XG] = 0.05 wt%), all the data points

belong to the cases where jets eventually retract back to the

ink layer surface. We note that the two cases with breakup

have a distinctively higher velocity compared to the cases

without breakup. In addition, we see that the amount of

stretching increases as the relative ink thickness Hf=Hb is

decreased. From our experiments, we see that the threshold

Hf=Hb values for breakup can be listed as given in Table 2.

This also suggests that a critical velocity or Weber number

(We ¼ qU2
jetRjet=r, where q is the ink density, Ujet is the

axial jet velocity, Rjet is the jet radius, and r is the surface

tension) might be necessary to obtain drops on viscoelastic

ligaments as in the case of Newtonian filaments [20], while

this threshold might depend on the yield stress of the vis-

coelastic filament.

We observe from our experiments that there are two

main factors that determine the features of the viscoelastic

jets: (1) relative ink thickness compared to the blister

height (Hf=Hb); (2) polymer concentration, which affects

the yield stress sy and viscosity of the ink. The increasing

ink thickness results in larger inertial resistance as

explained in [13], where the threshold energy for jet for-

mation has been shown to be linearly dependent on the ink

thickness for Newtonian inks. In addition to the inertial

effects, for our experiments, the elasticity and high vis-

cosity of the ink layer come into the picture. Due to the

shear-thinning behavior of the ink layer, the effective vis-

cosity of the ink decreases as the fluid from the vicinity of

the blister gets pulled in towards the center of the blister

[14]. After jet formation, the liquid filament resists the

motion in the axial direction. The resistance is proportional

to the elasticity of the filament; therefore, a higher laser

energy is required to stretch filaments with higher

elasticity.

4 Conclusions

In summary, this work presents new insights into the

mechanisms of laser-induced ejections of non-Newtonian

fluids. We demonstrated that relative to Newtonian fluids

with comparable surface tension, density, and viscosity, the

jets induced from viscoelastic inks can stretch significantly

further before breakup, whereby the amount of stretching

depends on the elasticity and the relative thickness Hf=Hb

of the ink layer. A threshold laser energy at which the

viscoelastic fluid can stretch to the point of breakup is

found, and this laser energy depends on the yield stress of

the fluid. Although the experimental setup used in this

study is based on BA-LIFT, the results and interpretations

can apply to other LIFT techniques.
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